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Abstrat

The site of Baalbek is a lear plea for a Risk Approah to Arheologial Heritage onservation. Its

exeptional value is universally reognised and was santioned by an insription on the World Heritage List

of UNESCO in 1984. Its present ondition is a reminder of the adverse e�ets of nature and men on

Cultural Heritage. In this ontext of danger, deiders and managers need to at. The situation is omplex

and unertain. Hopefully, ations are based on some objetive terms but there is also a subjetive, 'ethial'

dimension to the proess. The paper disusses the importane of learly de�ning Values and Threats before

any intervention and how this knowledge lead to deisions. Strutural risks are disussed more in detail as

they are usually addressed on the basis of values mostly relevant to new onstrutions.

1 Projet

In July-August 2006, a thirty four days onit op-

posed Israel to Hezbollah. The region of Baalbek was

on of the theatre of operations. After the ease�re,

UNESCO sent an assessment mission in Lebanon to

evaluate the damages on the World Heritage Sites.

This mission \expressed onerns regarding the rou-

tine maintenane of those sites and reommended

to prioritise the establishment of an integrate ation

plan for tangible ultural heritage onservation all

over the ountry". In response to those onerns, the

programme "Capaity building of human resoures

for digital doumentation of world heritage sites af-

feted by 2006 war in Lebanon" was established by

UNESCO.

During a �rst phase of the projet (2009), the site

was reorded in 3D with a laser sanner. During a

seond phase (2010), the methodologial framework

for a \Risk-Preparedness Strategy" was proposed.

These ations are well in line with the growing in-

terest of UNESCO for disaster management [1℄. One

of its fourteen Strategi Programme Objetives for

the period 2008-13 is \Contributing to disaster pre-

paredness and mitigation". In 2004, the World Her-

itage Committee invited "the World Heritage Cen-

tre, in o-operation with the States Parties, Advisory

Bodies, and other international agenies and non-

governmental organisations onerned by emergeny

interventions, to prepare a risk-preparedness strat-

egy". Another of its Strategi Objetives is \Support

through UNESCO's domains to ountries in post-

onit situations and post-disaster situations.".

The projet projet developed as a ollaboration

between UNESCO Beirut, the Lebanese Diretorate

General of Antiquities (DGA) and a team of interna-

tional experts.

Joseph Kreidi managed the projet at UNESCO.

Assaad Seif (Dr in arhaeology, Coordinator of Ar-

haeologial Researh and Exavations at the DGA)

was the DGA oordinator. He was assisted by Ghas-

san Ghattas (ivil eng., DGA). The international ex-

perts were: Mario Santana (Dr arhitet, Carleton

University, projet oordinator), Bjorn Genehten

(Dr ir arhitet, KAHO Sint-Lieven, 3D reording),

Teresa Patr��io (Dr arhitet, private onsultant,

ondition survey speialist) and two junior experts:

L. Laroix and T. Coenegrahts.

The author of the present paper was responsi-

ble of the strutural aspets and ontributed with

his olleagues to the establishment of the \Risk-

Preparedness Strategy". The present paper will deal

with general aspets of risk in an arhaeologial Her-

itage ontext, with a speial emphasis on strutural
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Figure 1: 360° panorama of the site from the steps of the temple of Jupiter. Marh 2010.

Figure 2: Site Plan (after Puhstein).

risks. More information about the projet an be

found elsewhere [2, 3, 4, 5℄.

2 Baalbek

The arhaeologial site of Baalbek (or Heliopolis as

it was known during the Antiquity) is situated in the

Beeqa valley of Lebanon, about 90 km from the ap-

ital Beirut and 75 km from Damasus in Syria. It

lays approximately at the highest point of the valley,

whih runs in the diretion SSW-NNE, nestled be-

Figure 3: Situation of Baalbek, at the entre of the

fertile Beqaa valley,between the hain of Mount

Lebanon to the west and the anti-Lebanon to the

east.

tween Mount Lebanon and the Anti-Lebanon moun-

tain range, at the level of the watershed separating

the basins of the Litani river (running South) and the

Orontes river (running North), in a point where the

waterourses of two soures enter the valley. It is a

very partiular topographial point.

Reent aounts of the historial development of

Baalbek an be found in [6℄ and [7℄. The site is ou-

pied sine at least the 7

th
millennium BC. In the late

Hellenisti period, a santuary was built, attesting of

its religious importane. In 15 BC, during the reign

of Emperor Augustus, the valley entered the Roman

Empire, as a part of the olony (olonia) of Beirut

and, in 193 AD, Baalbek beame a olonia in its own

right.

In the ourse of the following three enturies, a

large and monumental religious omplex progressively

developed, where Jupiter, Venus and Baahus were

worshipped (�gure 2). The largest struture was the

temple of Jupiter Heliopolitanus (�gures 8, 7 and 4),

a pseudodipteral deastyle Corinthian temple. This

huge building was built in the 1

st
entury AD and

was probably the largest temple of the Roman Em-

pire. Today, six olumns (about 20 m high) are still

standing. The so-alled `Great Courtyard was built in
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front of the temple between the end of the 1

st
entury

and the beginning of the 2

nd
entury AD. In the same

alignment, the Hexagonal Court (�gure 1) was built

in the 2

nd
entury AD and and the Propylaea in the

3

d
entury. To the South of the Jupiter temple, at a

lower level lays another large struture, the temple of

Baahus (�gure 4), a peripteral otastyle orinthian

temple with a deep portio. Its onstrution lasted

from around 60 AD to the mid of the seond entury

AD. It is one of the best preserved temple of the Ro-

man Empire. The smaller temple of Venus, a irular

temple was built in the 3

d
entury AD outside of the

main santuary omplex. It was later transformed in

a hurh. The site is also known for the size of the

stones employed for its onstrution, espeially the

famous \trilithon", a group of three massive stones

(eah measuring about 4m x 4m x 20m and weight-

ing about 800 tons) used for the onstrution of the

podium of the temple of Jupiter.

The rise of Christianity followed by Islam inter-

fered with the ult to Jupiter Heliopolitanus and other

gods. Probably in the 5

th
entury AD, a large hris-

tian basilia was built in the great ourtyard (only

a few remaining traes). In 635 AD, Baalbek was

onquered by the army of the Caliphate. During the

Ayyubid (12-13

th
entury AD) and Mameluke peri-

ods (13-16

th
entury), the temples of Jupiter and

Baahus were transformed in a fortress. After the

Ottoman onquest (1517), the site saw a rapid de-

line. In the 16

th
entury, the �rst European trav-

ellers visited the Baalbek.

Between 1900 and 1904, exavations were arried

out by a German team lead by Otto Puhstein. In the

1920s-1930s, the exavations were ontinued by a

Frenh team and restoration works were arried out.

From 1945, exavations and works were ontinued

by the Lebanese DGA. They were stopped by the

ivil war (1975-1990). Reently, researh restarted

in ollaboration with German teams [6℄

In 1984, the Site was insribed on the UNESCO

World Heritage List in on the basis of the following

two riteria:

Criterion (i): The arhaeologial site of Baalbek

represents a religious omplex of outstanding artisti

value and its majesti monumental ensemble, with its

exquisitely detailed stonework, is a unique artisti re-

ation whih reets the amalgamation of Phoeniian

beliefs with the gods of the Greo-Roman pantheon

through an amazing stylisti metamorphosis.

Criterion (iv): The monumental omplex of Baal-

bek is an outstanding example of a Roman santuary

and one of the most impressive testimonies to the

Figure 4: On the right, temple of Baahus. On the

left, the six remaining olumns of the temple of

Jupiter. Marh 2010.

Roman period at its apogee that displays to the full

the power and wealth of the Roman Empire. It on-

tains some of the largest Roman temples ever built,

and they are among the best preserved. They reet

an extraordinary amalgamation of Roman arhite-

ture with loal traditions of planning and layout.

3 Stake

It is a truism to say that individuals and ommuni-

ties are interested in Arhitetural and Arhaeolog-

ial heritage beause it has values. This interest is

for instane illustrated by the UNESCO onvention

of 1972 [8℄ whih requires monuments, groups of

buildings or sites to have an 'Outstanding Universal

Value' to be inluded on the World Heritage List.

If values were not threatened, there would be

no need for protetion; ations like 'onservation',

'preservation', 'restoration', 'maintenane' or 'are'

would have no objet. The preamble of the UNESCO

onvention starts by aknowledging this threat:
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Figure 5: Columns of the propylaea. Marh 2010.

\Noting that the ultural heritage and the natural

heritage are inreasingly threatened". Threats are

related to hanges. It is beause situations evolve or

may evolve that objets need to raise our onerns.

The agents of hanges are numerous: natural envi-

ronment (ageing), soiety (new uses) and disasters

like earthquakes, landslides or wars.

In this ontext of threats, deisions will be taken.

The terrain for ations being the future, whih is un-

ertain, there will be risk ("e�et of unertainty on

objetives" [9℄). Our knowledge is imperfet, neither

aurate nor omplete . . . perhaps not even adequate

but hoies will need to be made:

� Aept the risk and do nothing.

� Mitigate the risk, hanging the objets

� Mitigate the risk, hanging the ontext or envi-

ronment

� Improve knowledge

Those are key terms of the deision making prob-

lem: \value", \threat\ and "unertainty\. "(...) ab-

strations are not realities per se, but an abridged

mode of expressing fats, and that the only pratial

mode of dealing with them is to trae them bak to

the fats (whether of experiene or onsiousness)

of whih they are expression." [10℄. To relate this

disussion to Baalbek and pratial problems, it is

good to look at a spei� examples. Figures 5 and

6 shows the result of an intervention done on the

olumns of the propylaea in the 1960's. To allow

anastylosis, metalli bars and onrete where added

to the original onstrution. This intervention on-

tributed to restore the shape of the propylaea. Re-

inforements also brought some seismi resistane.

But what about Heritage values? The ICOMOS-

ISCARSAH harter of 2003 [11, 12℄ emphasises that

"the value of arhitetural heritage is not only in its

Figure 6: Column of the propylaea (note the

protruding bars, the onrete, and the long rak in

the stone). Marh 2010.

appearane, but also in the integrity of all its om-

ponents as a unique produt of the spei� building

tehnology of its time", that "the distinguishing qual-

ities of the struture and its environment, in their

original or earlier states, should not be destroyed"

and that "eah intervention should, as far as pos-

sible, respet the onept, tehniques and historial

value of the original or earlier states of the struture

and leaves evidene that an be reognised in the fu-

ture". The harter of ISCARSAH uses the term dis-

tinguishing qualities, ISO 13822:2010 uses harater-

de�ning elements[13℄. Is the intervention pitured in

Figures 5 and 6 a�eting the orresponding values?

To help establishing the methodologial framework

to answer suh questions, the onepts of 'values'

(setion 4), 'risk' (setion 5), and unertainty '(se-

tion 6)' are now disussed more in detail.
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Figure 7: Temple of Jupiter seen from the South (Marh 2010).

4 Value(s)

The onvention of 1972 requires objets insribed on

the World Heritage List to have an outstanding uni-

versal value [8, 14℄. The meaning or even the possi-

bility of existene of a universal value is often debated

[15℄. ICOMOS published a book on the question [16℄.

The diÆult balane between the universal (ommon

values) and the partiular (loal ulture and values)

is often disussed in relation with UNESCO and its

ation [17℄. ICOMOS also osillates between those

two extremes: the harter of Venie [18℄ leaning for

instane towards the universal and the doument of

Nara [19℄ towards the partiular.

The ritial point may atually lie in the possibility

to speak about THE value. Everybody will agree that

our arhitetural and arhaeologial has valueS. But

it will be muh harder to agree on the details and

aept the possibility to aggregate values in a single

measure.

In a wonderful little book published in 1903 (and

not yet translated into Chinese to my knowledge),

the Austrian Art historian, Alois Riegl disusses the

situation in a systemati and rational way [20℄. He

distinguishes the (relatively reent) idea of 'historial

monuments' from the (immemorial) idea of 'monu-

ment' and lassi�es their values following the sheme:

� 'ommemorative values' (Erinnerungswerte):

'age value', 'historial value' and 'deliberate

ommemorative value'

� 'present-day values' (Gegenwartswerte): 'use

value', 'newness value',

Before Riegl, it was naturally reognised that re-

mains of the past had values. The 'eonomial' and

'eduational' value of this heritage was for instane

often debated and disputed by the Frenh revolution-

aries (hesitating between 'destrution' and 'prote-

tion'). Sine then, other values were also put in evi-

dene ('soial' and 'spiritual' value for instane), they

most often form the base of the various legislation for

the protetion of ultural heritage. The originality of

Riegl was to reognise that values are not shared,

hange with time and ulture (for him, 'Art value'

is as a 'present-day value') and, more importantly,

that they have oniting requirements. Whatever

ation is taken or not taken, the values of the objet

will be a�eted, sometimes positively and sometimes

negatively.

How to at then? This is the question. Heritage

has values, they are threatened. What should we do?

Should we favour value A or value B? Riegl does not
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give an answer to that question.

It is atually a fundamental problem of the human

ondition. A ourse of ation has to be followed and

oniting requirements need to be resolved. There

is no unique way to do it. This is atually the rea-

son for 'ethis'. As the level of responsibility of the

deider is growing, so is the diÆulty to arrive to a

satisfying ompromise.

In our understanding, the presentation of Riegl

is an important methodologial shift after the dog-

mati and inompatible attitudes of Viollet-le-Du

("Restoration, both the word and the thing are mod-

ern (...)", [21℄) and Ruskin (Restoration is \the most

total destrution whih a building an su�er\, [22℄).

Both were well aware of the ethial onnetions of

their theory ("All pratial laws are the exponents

of moral ones\, Ruskin, [22℄) but their believes lead

them in diverging diretions.

Riegl is utting the problem in two: (1) �rst omes

the need to gather data, to know the terms, (2) se-

ond a judgement need to be made, the data should

be proessed to arrive to a deision. Deiders fol-

lowing a partiular ourse of ation need to be aware

of the onsequenes of their hoies. Riegl does not

ask them to follow Bentham or Kant. He only pre-

supposes that knowledge will help ("The only good is

knowledge and the only evil is ignorane.\, Sorates).

Still maybe a too optimisti assumption?

Courses of ations will a�ets values, but whose?

An Outstanding Universal Value may be resistant to

de�nitions but the onept is nevertheless operative.

It spei�es the realm of those onerns by an objet

and its values; it designates the stakeholders ("person

or organisation that an a�et, be a�eted by, or

pereive themselves to be a�eted by a deision or

ativity" [23℄). A World Heritage Site is of "ommon

importane for present and future generations of all

humanity" [14℄. "Its use belongs to the person who

owns it, its beauty, to everyone, to you, to me, to all

of us.\ was already saying Vitor Hugo. The onept

reminds deiders and stakeholders of their respetive

rights and responsibilities.

To beome the terms of a deision proess (or just

to be disussed), values need to be measured ("as-

signment of numerals to objets or events aording

to rules." [24℄). That does not neessarily imply that

all operations are possible on the resulting numbers.

Stevens lassify measurements aording to their ref-

erene sale.

� Nominal sale. Values are just identi�ed by a

label.

� Ordinal sale. Values an be ordered, ompared.

� Interval sale. Di�erene between values an be

measured.

� Ratio sale, relative to measures as they are

ommonly understood. Values an be added. It

is possible to say that value A is twie as impor-

tant as value B.

Eah type of sale has its own merits and draw-

baks. The last type allows more operations but his

ertainly the most ontroversial. Even nominal sales

are not fully objetive. \(...) no sale used by mor-

tals is perfetly free of their taint" [24℄. Riegl uses

a nominal sale. Most of the deiders, onsiously

or unonsiously, use a ratio sale. They weight val-

ues and render a judgement. A purely deontologial

approah would only requires an ordinal sale: ats

an be lassi�ed as permissible or prohibited. With

suh an approah, it is not possible (or required if

the former limitation is seen as positive) to searh

for an optimum strategy. It allows hoosing a strat-

egy whih do not transgress lower limits (if suh a

strategy exist).

Whatever sale is hosen, the passage from valueS

to deision is politial. One of the 14 Strategi Pro-

gramme Objetives of UNESCO is \Strengthening

the ontribution of ulture to sustainable develop-

ment;\. This is a ritial politial statement, whih

may for instane ause tensions with Heritage values

("It is our duty to hand them on in the full rih-

ness of their authentiity.\ [18℄). Tourism whih of-

ten prefer lear images also uses its spei� sales.

The deision-making proess may be rational or not.

Speaking of values, the �rst duty of the professional

of onservation is to try to list, de�ne and disuss

them and to larify the inuene of hoies.

5 Risk

5.1 Risk Preparedness Strategy

A "risk management strategy" helps �xing priorities

among possible ations: aept the risk, mitigate it

(diretly or indiretly) or improve knowledge.

In the following, we will onentrate on a disussion

of the strutural risk. This is only part of the problem.

Other soures of risk threaten the buildings of the

site and their values. Wars were already mentioned.

Various small and progressive hanges (deterioration)

also inrease the vulnerability of the property to haz-

ards and diretly a�et the values. The Risk Pre-

paredness Strategy is not only onerned with dei-

sions on big interventions dealing with major hazards
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like earthquakes or wars but also with management

issues, preventive ations like maintenane or stud-

ies and response preparation. Strutural risk annot

be addressed separately, management deisions inu-

ene all values.

5.2 Risk-based approah

Coneptually, a quantitative evaluation of the stru-

tural risks seems possible. PEER, the Pai� Earth-

quake Engineering Researh Center has developed a

very omplete framework for a sienti� evaluation of

seismi performane of buildings: performane-based

earthquake engineering (PBEE) [25℄. A requirement

of this approah is to be able to haraterise preisely

� Hazard : earthquake ourrene, setion 5.3

� Vulnerability : physial e�et of a given earth-

quake on the building, setion 5.4

� Losses: onsequene of a deterioration on the

values, setions 3, 4, 5.5

5.3 Hazard

The values of the site Baalbek are threatened by var-

ious hazards ("soure of potential harm" [23℄), nat-

ural and human-indued.

From the strutural point of view, the seismi haz-

ard is the most ritial (the risk of ood and landslides

are for instane low in the area [26℄).

Lebanon is situated in a seismi zone. It is tra-

versed by the Levant fault system separating the

Afrian and Arabian plates. At the level of Lebanon,

the fault system is divided in three major branhes:

two left-lateral strike-slip faults: the Yammouneh

fault (the most ative), bordering the Eastern ank of

the hain of Mount Lebanon and the system of faults

of Rahaya-Serghaya whih rosses the Anti-Lebanon

mountain range and the East-dipping Mount Lebanon

thrust forming an arh o�shore, between Tripoli and

Saida.

The Roman omplex was built on a rok spur of the

foothills of the Anti-Lebanon, in the Beeqa valley, at

approximately 7 km of the Serghaya fault and 25 km

of Yammouneh fault.

In the past, various earthquakes a�eted the site

[27℄: July 9

th
551 (estimated Mw: 7.5), January 749,

in 1170, May 20

th
1202 (estimated Mw: 7.5), O-

tober 30

th
and November 25

th
1759 (estimated Mw:

6.7 and 7.4) and more reently, September 29

th
1918

(estimated Mw: 6.8) and Marh 16

th
1956 (Mw:

6.3).

Earthquakes ontributed to the progressive degra-

dation of the site. Just onsidering the most em-

blemati of its monument - the Temple of Jupiter -

mention is made of two olumns fallen in 565, one

in 991, eleven in 12

th
entury, thirty one in 1202 and

three in 1789 (last major earthquake) [27℄. Today, six

olumns are still standing (Figure 8). Hazard is prob-

ably the element of the risk-based approah whih is

best known. Seismi hazard maps of Lebanon exist.

Aording to Huijer et al. [28℄, the expeted peak

ground aeleration is 0.25g for a return period of

475 years and lose to 0.35g for a return period of

950 years.

Improvements are nevertheless still possible. If site

fators were studied (soure mehanisms, loal ge-

ology and topography, systemati determination of

the foundation levels), the loal ampli�ation fators

of the pga and the frequeny ontent of potential

earthquakes would be better known and time-history

representations of the earthquake motion (syntheti

aelerograms) ould be prepared. A more aurate

de�nition of the hazard would lead to better risk eval-

uations and a more e�etive intervention poliy.

Aelerograms would be useful in Baalbek as the

assessment of large blok strutures is ertainly a

non-standard and nonlinear problem. "The typial

outputs of probabilisti seismi hazard analyses are

hazard urves and uniform hazard spetra. These

results may not be suÆient, espeially if the non-

linear behaviour of strutures is to be investigated.

In this ase, in fat, the seismi ation must be de-

sribed in terms of aeleration time histories, i.e.

aelerograms. These latter may be arti�ially gen-

erated or reorded during past earthquakes. This

seond ategory of aelerograms is the most widely

used in the literature, sine arti�ial aelerograms

have been ritiized by some researhers. Di�erent

methods have been proposed to selet reorded a-

elerograms onsistent with results of seismi hazard

analyses." [29℄

5.4 Vulnerability

Vulnerability is a measure of the physial e�et of an

event on a struture. The signi�ane of this e�et

will depend of its onsequenes on values (setions 4

and 5.5). As the ations orresponding to an event

inrease, new types of damage progressively appear:

raks, permanent deformations, loal ollapses, to-

tal ollapse. Models should allow studying and quan-

tifying this relation (many models ommonly used by

pratitioners do not produe this kind of result/infor-
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Figure 9: Model of the semi-irular hamber of the

Great Court. Top: front view. Bottom: top view.

mation [4℄).

A reliable assessment of the vulnerability requires:

1. a good knowledge of the ations (as disussed

in setion 5.3),

2. of the strutures (setion 5.4.1),

3. and suitable models (setions 5.4.2, 5.4.3,

5.4.4).

In pratie, simpli�ations will be neessary to as-

sess the site vulnerability. A progressive approah is

neessary [9, 11℄. The site is very large. Priority

should be given to a more detailed analysis of the

strutures of high value and strutures identi�ed on

the basis of a qualitative assessment of the vulnera-

bility.

5.4.1 Struture: the Fabri (geometry, materi-

als, tehniques)

"A full understanding of the strutural and material

harateristis (. . . ) the tehniques that were used

in the onstrution (ldots)\ [11℄

In the present situation, strutures are not yet suf-

�iently haraterised.

Geometry is the aspet of the strutures whih is

best de�ned. The laser sanner doumentation of

the site done during the �rst phase of the projet pro-

vided aurate measurements of the buildings [2, 3℄.

This is a lear and substantial asset but, before this

data an be used for strutural modelling, geometri-

al models have to be ompleted. Most of the upper

parts of the buildings were indeed not measured, as

those areas are not visible from any potential laser

sanner station (Figure 9). In plaes, there are also

substrutures [7℄, for instane under the exedrae of

the Great Courtyard (Figure Figure 9). Other sur-

veying tehniques will be neessary to omplete the

model. The auray of the survey in those parts may

result inferior but lower is better than non-existent

and assumed in the oÆe. Finally, the data should

be transformed in a suitable form for strutural anal-

ysis. The model ould be simpli�ed, as smaller details

will not inuene the strutural behaviour.

The onstrution (what lies beneath the surfae)

is not as well known as the shapes. Most build-

ings of the site are built with large stone bloks.

The stereotomy and the type of onnetions between

them is not yet doumented. Metalli and onrete

reinforements are also ommon. Some are origi-

nal (hooks, bolts) and some were plaed during the

various restoration ampaigns (steel bars). Those re-

inforements modify the onnetions between bloks

and an signi�antly inuene the behaviour of the

struture. A preise doumentation of past inter-

ventions and reinforements is still missing. Rein-

forements were for instane introdued in the arhi-

trave of the temple of Jupiter (Figure 8). The use of

non-destrutive methods of analysis may bring more

knowledge.

As it is ommonplae in the analysis of historial

strutures, it is not straightforward and suÆient to

use mathematial models to assess safety (here, vul-

nerability). \Diagnosis is based on historial, qualita-

tive and quantitative approahes; the qualitative ap-

proah being mainly based on diret observation of

the strutural damage and material deay as well as

historial and arhaeologial researh, and the quan-

titative approah mainly on material and strutural

tests, monitoring and strutural analysis." [11℄. A

model will orrespond to eah of those approahes.

5.4.2 Pathology Model

"A full understanding (. . . ) on the alterations and

their e�ets (. . . )\ [11℄.

Past earthquakes destroyed many strutures on

the site and left numerous traes on the buildings

left standing. This fat demonstrates well enough

that future earthquakes ould bring more destru-

tion. A pathology analysis forms a helpful base to

understand the e�ets of past earthquakes, identify
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Figure 8: Temple of Jupiter. On the left: situation at the end of the 19th entury. Photo: F�elix Bon�ls

(1831-1885), Servie des olletions de l'Eole Nationale Sup�erieure des Beaux-Arts. On the right,

situation in Marh 2010.

strutural weaknesses, previous interventions (partial

reonstrutions). It an help understanding the po-

tential e�et of disasters. This understanding is rit-

ial for the preparation of sensible strutural models

assessing the safety of the struture and it failitates

the establishment of a strategy for the long-term

onservation of the struture (omparative approah

[11℄).

The laser sanner measurements an be used to

study deformations and understand the damages. As

an example of the possible use of the data, a set of

oloured maps was produed.

A set of maps (�gures 10, 11, 12, . . . ) was pro-

dued to synthesise the observations: deformation

relative to a referene shape (plane, ylinder), rela-

tive rotations of parts of the struture, angular dis-

plaements, horizontality of joints.

The maps were produed with software programs

developed by the author in the framework of other

projets [30, 31, 32, 33℄.

Figure 10 douments the deformation of the un-

deorated parts of the Eastern wall of the hamber.

Those parts are supposed to have been be plane and

vertial at the moment of the onstrution. A ver-

tial plane is �t to the measured points in the area

of interest. The distane between the plane and the

measured points is omputed and used to produe a

olour map with isolines (olours give a diret qual-

itative impression and isolines permit a quantitative

reading). The sale was hosen to provide the whole

gamut of olours in the area of interest.

The �gure learly shows that the wall is broken

(along a roughly vertial hinge line learly marked by

raks). Variations of olours indiate also that the

preise deformation of the wall is more omplex.

One question whih arise looking at Figure 10 is

whether the wall broke in a set of piees whih roughly

remained at. To answer the question, the diretion

of the normals to the surfae was doumented. Nor-

mals to a at element are all parallel. As we are

mainly interested by horizontal displaements (the

joints of the stones remained horizontal), only the

horizontal omponent of the normals were onsid-

ered. The angle between this omponent and the

normal to the referene vertial plane was then om-

puted and used to produe a olour map (Figure 11).

The wall is broken in three parts whih rotated rel-

ative to eah other (a yellowish, a greenish and a

yanish part). The three parts were not so learly

identi�able on Figure 10 whih, on the other hand,
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Figure 10: Eastern Wall Elevation. Colours indiate

the distane between the surfae of the wall and a

vertial referene plane �tting the wall (distane

from red to blue: 10 m, blue is loser). They show

that the wall is broken (along a roughly vertial

hinge line learly marked by raks).

give better information on the magnitude of the dis-

plaements. The �gures are omplementary. The

raks orrespond well to the rotation pattern.

To produe a qualitative understanding of the de-

formation su�ered by a struture, the easiest way

is to produe an anisotropi saling of the model.

The digital nature of the laser sanner data makes

this operation very easy. In Figure 12, the dimension

perpendiular to the referene plane of the wall was

exaggerated ten times.

In some irumstanes, the referene surfae is not

a plane. The exedra is a good example of suh a

ase. The walls are urved and a ylinder seems to

be a good andidate for a referene surfae.

The relevant part of the original model is �rst ex-

trated. A irle is then �t to a horizontal setion of

the model. The irular hamber is then projeted on

the vertial ylinder de�ned by the irle and the pro-

jetion is developed (Figure 13). The vertial sale is

not a�eted. Horizontal dimensions are not hanged

for elements lying in the surfae of the ylinder; they

are lengthened for elements loser to the entre and

Figure 11: Eastern Wall Elevation. Colours indiate

the horizontal angle of the normal to the surfae of

the wall (from �3

Æ

to +3

Æ

). The wall is broken in

three parts whih rotated relative to eah other (a

yellowish, a greenish and a yanish part). The three

parts were not so learly identi�able on Figure 10,

whih, on the other hand, give better information

on the magnitude of the displaements. The raks

orrespond well to the rotation pattern.

shortened for elements further away.

The proess of map reation is relatively fast and

automati. It onstitutes a good element of �rst ap-

preiation of the strutural ondition whih ould be

used for all the strutures of the site. Information

an diretly be used to identify endangered bloks

on a quantitative basis and deide preventive main-

tenane measures (like the displaement of a blok)

(Figure 15) "The best therapy is preventive mainte-

nane." [11℄. This approah an be used for monitor-

ing the struture. One good parameters are found

to produe expressive maps, variations an be pro-

dued semi-automatially at interval using new mea-

surements and trends an be identi�ed and studied.

Some aution is nevertheless neessary in inter-

preting these maps. All deformations are not the

results of past earthquakes.
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Figure 13: Development of the irular hamber. Colours indiate the distane between the surfae of the

wall and a vertial referene ylinder �tting the wall. The red part orresponds to an area whih does not

�t well the ylinder used for the development.

5.4.3 Historial Model

"A full understanding (. . . ) on the struture in its

original and earlier states, (. . . ) on the phenomena

that have ourred (. . . )\ [11℄.

Historial information is often a key element in un-

derstanding anient strutures. In the ase of Baal-

bek, the knowledge of whih elements fell down fol-

lowing the earthquake of 1759 may be the best esti-

mate available on the e�ets of a future earthquake

on the struture.

Historial interpretation give lues on damages to

expet, i.e. of the expeted loss of value (or their

resiliene). The strutures seen today in Baalbek

were shaped by a omplex history: various onstru-

tion phases (Hellenisti, roman, byzantine, Arab, ot-

toman...), strutural events (earthquakes: the last

major one ourred in 1759), destrution and restora-

tion ampaigns (German arhaeologial mission in

the �rst year of the 20

th
entury, under the Frenh

mandate in the 1920's, interventions of professor

Haroutune Kalayan during the 1960's and the begin-

ning of the 1970's).

Numerous historial douments exist. Baalbek is a

major site, often photographed. Many douments are

even available on the Internet [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39℄.

Historial photographs an also be found in books, in

the arhives of the DGA. At this stage, the main

problem is deide where to look. Beause pho-

tographs and other douments are not preisely geo-

referened, and beause there is no ommon way to

aess data, it is hard to �nd information relevant to

a partiular area of the site. Major sites like Baalbek

would ertainly bene�t from a portal o�ering suh

funtionality.

Past interventions were usually done using di�erent

tehniques (smaller bloks, anhors, onrete, post-

tensioning). Good risk estimates require a preise

understanding of this historial dimension. As men-

tioned above, a systemati mapping of the past in-

terventions is still missing.

Figure 14 is omparing the situation of the North-
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Figure 12: Eastern Wall Elevation. Exaggerated

relief (x 10). The �gure gives the learest

qualitative image of the deformation but does not

give quantitative information.

Western semi-irular hamber of the Great Court

(referred as the 'hamber' below) at the end of the

19

th
entury, in 1900 and in 2010. It an be seen that

two olumns and an arhitrave were re-put in plae.

The half upola of the exedra was also partly rebuilt.

In 1900, the upola had only one ourse of voussoirs.

In 2010, two ourses are present. A photograph of

1974 shows a situation in whih the olumns and

arhitrave are there but the upola has still just one

ourse. The hamber was therefore objet of at least

three restoration ampaigns.

Historial photographs an also bring a new light

to deformations. The Eastern fa�ade of the ham-

ber was also partly rebuilt (or dismantled and then

rebuilt). Comparison of the urrent situation with

anient photographs demonstrated that some impor-

tant deformations only appeared after anastylosis,

probably to aommodate non-�ting elements.

It is important to be autious when interpreting

deformations. It annot be assumed that they are

always the onsequene of an earthquake (or any

other strutural event). Deformations an also be

the traes of irregularities already present at the mo-

ment of the onstrution.

5.4.4 Mathematial Model(s)

The orret approah to assess the safety levels of

large blok masonry strutures is still a subjet of

debates among speialists.

Even "simple" blok strutures like free-standing

Figure 14: Top: semi-irular hamber of the Great

Court at the end of the 19th entury. Photo: F�elix

Bon�ls (1831-1885), Servie des olletions de

l'Eole Nationale Sup�erieure des Beaux-Arts.

Middle: semi-irular hamber of the great ourt in

1900. Bottom: same semi-irular hamber in

Marh 2010.
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olumns learly present a haoti behaviour. Rok-

ing - and possibly sliding - strutures have a non-linear

behaviour. Small variations in the seismi ations will

lead to very di�erent outome. This sensitivity to ini-

tial ondition usually renders deterministi preditions

impossible (see for instane [40℄). Ideally, vulnerabil-

ity should be expressed in probabilisti terms or using

lower bounds.

The ommon tool of the strutural engineer of to-

day, Finite Element Analysis is not likely to be the

best tool to produe suh information. It may theo-

retially have the ability to address the problem but

unertainty about geometry, materials, onstrution,

history and ations lead analysts to make simpli�a-

tions. That would not be a problem (any approah

requires simpli�ations) if the onsequenes of the

assumptions were studied. In pratie, this is rarely

the ase. Very often, linear elasti models are still

used to assess strutures or even justify interventions.

Arguably, this kind of model annot give valuable in-

formation to de�ne "safety levels" for the kind of

strutures enountered in Baalbek, i.e. the require-

ment that ISCARSAH make a prerequisite to any in-

tervention [11℄.

Whih approah suits best the problem is likely to

depend highly of the analyst and his bakground. Un-

ertainty does not only resides in the data but also

in the model. Any strutural analysis has limitations

and risk assessment is always a risky business. The

best strategy may be to provide a framework allowing

progress, omparisons and estimates of the reliabil-

ity. A poliy of open aess or of failitated aess

to data and analysis, as already advoated in setion

5.4.3, would ertainly be bene�ial to the onserva-

tion of the site. This approah would failitate peer-

review and new analysis ould bene�t from the results

of previous researh. In setion 4, it was mentioned

that the stakeholder in the ase of a World Heritage

Site is humanity. The ommunity of strutural en-

gineers and onservation speialists is arguably part

of it. Transpareny ontributes to the ful�lment of

aountability to stakeholders.

It should also be aknowledged by deiders that

modelling requires suÆient resoures and time.

5.5 Losses

Losses refer to values, a topi introdued in setion

4. In this setion, aspets spei�ally strutural will

be further developed. Three points are worth raising:

� There are some spei�ally strutural values (al-

ready disussed in setion 3).

� Strutural safety of an arhaeologial site has

also its spei�ity (setion 5.5.1).

� Strutural mitigation is not the only approah

possible (setion 5.5.2).

Risk and value measures are means to help deiding

between options. The preparation of a suitable set

of options is probably the point whih will be left in

the hands of tehniians. This may also be a ritial

point. Choies are made in the spae de�ned by the

options o�ered but better solutions may lie outside

this spae. Strutural engineers have bias: they are

�rstly trained to deal with new onstrutions, using

a limited set of materials and tehniques, and their

ideas are inuened by the framework given by stru-

tural odes. They may also have the propensity to

think only in terms of strutural-mitigation.

5.5.1 Strutural Mitigation

Strutural mitigation redues vulnerability by intro-

duing new strutural elements in the building: an-

hors, tie-rods, onrete beams, frp reinforements,

injetions . . . . In the ase of ultural heritage on-

servation, this type of mitigation may endanger other

values. Whatever the set of Heritage values onsid-

ered and their preise de�nition, some of them will

anyway be negatively a�eted by hanges to the fab-

ri. It may be the 'histori value' and the 'age value'

of Riegl or the 'distinguishing qualities' disussed in

the harter of ISCARSAH. For onservators, the idea

is probably to preserve the objet for what it is and

not to transform it in an image support. "The om-

mon responsibility to safeguard them for future gen-

erations is reognized." [18℄

For new onstrutions, the key values to protet

are the safety of the oupants and the �nanial

value of the onstrution. The main aim of mod-

ern building odes like the Euroodes [41, 42℄ is to

protet those values. This idea is very anient, it

was already present in the Hammurabi's ode of laws

( 1750 BC). In the Euroodes, requirements are of

two kinds: priniples, whih have to be followed in

any irumstanes, and appliation rules, whih do

not have neessarily to be followed if the designer an

prove that the problem addressed an be solved using

another approah, ompatible with the relevant prin-

iple. This framework is interesting and its relevane

extends behind its legal limits. But, some priniples

of the odes are inappropriate for Arhitetural Her-

itage and even more for Arhaeologial Heritage [13℄.

"Often the appliation of the same safety levels as in
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the design of new buildings requires exessive, if not

impossible, measures. In these ases spei� analy-

ses and appropriate onsiderations may justify di�er-

ent approahes to safety." [11℄. One of the priniple

states that the struture should not ollapse during

its design working life. But what is the design work-

ing life of the arhaeologial site of Baalbek? And is

it always neessary that strutures will not ollapse?

For new buildings, it is ertainly an e�etive way to

protet the safety of oupants but for arhaeologial

site it is probably better to refer to higher priniples:

the life of the visitors and the protetion of the Her-

itage values and to let designers �nd a suitable way

to ensure their protetion.

Numerous buildings of the site were partially de-

stroyed in the past. The upper struture (olumns,

arhitrave, semi-hemispheri upola) of the hamber

was for instane rebuilt by engineer Kalayan. Earth-

quake senario. If a part of the struture fall down (a

likely hypothesis beause it already happened in the

past), it may be an original, undisturbed, part or it

may be an elements whih fell down in 1759. Should

both eventualities be judged equally undesirable? If

part of the struture fall down, how badly bloks are

going to be damaged? Is there some possibility of

ontrol? If it is deided to reinfore the struture,

its authentiity will be altered and that will have a

ost (in all the senses of the word). It is therefore

neessary to arefully onsider the bene�ts.

"Where possible, any measures adopted should be

"reversible\ so that they an be removed and re-

plaed with more suitable measures when new knowl-

edge is aquired. Where they are not ompletely

reversible, interventions should not limit further in-

terventions." [11℄. In strutural matters, reversibil-

ity is often diÆult to ahieve and \retreatability"

may be a more e�etive onept [43, 44℄. Figure

5 also demonstrates the importane of ompatibility.

"The harateristis of materials used in restoration

work (in partiular new materials) and their ompat-

ibility with existing materials should be fully estab-

lished. This must inlude long-term impats, so that

undesirable side-e�ets are avoided.\

A important element of evaluation will be the ex-

peted level of damage: total ollapse, partial ol-

lapse, loal ollapse (a few stones falling), ontinu-

ous deformation... and the possibility (and ost) of

repair.

5.5.2 Non-Strutural Mitigation

Non-strutural mitigation dereases vulnerability in-

diretly, without hanging the objet or building.

Smaller fragile objets may be moved to safer en-

vironments, like museums. Buildings and building el-

ements, learly, annot reeive the same treatment.

But, for some of them, ollapse may be antiipated

and the environment prepared to limit damages and

failitate "retreatability\ ??. Preventive measures

an be taken to mitigate the e�et of potential dis-

asters: preise doumentation of urrent ondition,

preparation of ground surfaes, protools of post-

disaster intervention. This is not a solution to apply

indisriminately but it is an option worth onsidering.

Various fator may help deiding about its suitability.

� A di�erene must be made between strutures

still standing in what we imagine was their

original ondition, strutures still standing and

retro�tted (like the olumns of the temple of

Jupiter, Figures 7 and 8) or modi�ed (with some

of their bloks moved), strutures whih ol-

lapsed and were rebuilt trying to keep the original

strutural onept (Figure 14), strutures whih

ollapsed, were rebuilt and retro�tted (Figures

5), and remains lying on the ground (Figures 4

and 7). Many bloks, often on the top of walls,

are urrently not exatly in their original posi-

tion, sometimes sine a long time.

� The expeted damage in ase of ollapse and

its impat on the other values, onsidering the

possibility of a new anastylosis.

� The inreased risk for the visitors has also to be

taken into aount. This risk may be dereased

by ontrolling aess and irulation.Some areas

may beome inaessible.

Non-strutural mitigation tehniques have the

lear advantage of keeping the historial doument

intat. But that does not mean that this approah

does not a�et other values: ontext and perep-

tion will be modi�ed. To improve the doumentation

of the site (photographs, surveys, analysis, sienti�

studies...) is also a non-strutural mitigation teh-

nique. It redue the risk to loose information, even if

the risk of loosing its material support is not hanged.

6 Unertainty

A lass of unertainty is straightforward to address,

random unertainty. A "risk-based\ approah an be

followed:
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Figure 15: Left and Right: Northern perimeter wall of the great ourt. Marh 2010.

� if Hazard is haraterised by a relation between

the return period of earthquakes and expeted

peak ground aeleration (pga) at the site,

� if Vulnerability is haraterised by a relation be-

tween pga and a measure of its physial e�et

on the onstrutions,

� if Losses are haraterised by a relation between

physial e�et and A measure of value.

It is for instane possible to predit statistially the

expeted losses for any given period. Management

options an the be deided on the basis of the e�et

that they will have on this relation.

In the partiular ase of Baalbek, we believe that

this approah would not yet be e�etive. Data is too

sare to haraterise random unertainties preisely

enough to lead to reliable and useful estimates. More

importantly, another lass of unertainty assoiated

to the whole proess, epistemi unertainty, is still

very muh present. Generally stated, this kind of

unertainty is related to insuÆient knowledge on the

proess involved and to the hoie of models.

In setion 5.4, the lak of knowledge and doumen-

tation onerning materials, tehniques of onstru-

tion, past interventions . . . and the unertainty re-

lated to mathematial models belong to that lass. In

setion 4, the lak of a measure of the values (start-

ing from a need for "identi�ation\ to the ethial

problems assoiated with "aggregation\) also lead to

epistemi unertainty.

Klinke and Rena [45℄ ategorise risks, assigning

them to six spei� lasses haraterised by the (a)

the expeted extend of damage, (b) the probability

of ourrene and () the level of knowledge (the

unertainties on a and b). For eah lass, they re-

ommend a spei� strategy. They argue for instane

that a \risk-based" approah is not the most suitable

when the level of knowledge is low. A deision tree is

given to assist risk managers in making their hoies

[45℄. This question is further developed elsewhere [3℄

That does not mean that a "risk-based\ approah

has to be rejeted in the long-term, but that, at

this stage (or at this level of epistemi unertainty,

improvement of knowledge and, possibly, preaution
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measures are more urgent. The internal and ex-

ternal ontext [9℄ should be established, in partiu-

lar the identi�ation and dialogue with stakeholders.

The approah is likely to be mainly qualitative and

disourse-based at �rst and to aquire progressively

more quantitative elements. "Risk management is

dynami, iterative and responsive to hange\ [9℄.
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